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 Rules of the Road Labels - You Gotta Appreciate 'Em To School or Never to School Written by a
mom who understands (Initially, she tried with all her might to avoid her son's diagnosis! about
your child?), this book humorously and softly prods parents into actions, you start with such
chapters as:  Being unsure of how to help your child can keep you totally disappointed, or
frightened into inaction by way of a eyesight of what might lie forward.different" This book can
help you navigate those first stages of your son or daughter's life when a medical diagnosis is
nowhere in sight. Was That the Exit to Normal?"Suspect there's something "
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? These 'disorders' are very similar and very difficult to understand when all symptoms are so
similar. This book can help you immensely on the difficult path of parenting. what my work &
what won't work. Who's On First??Extremely helpfull Extremely helpfull w/ assisting to
comprehend the likenesses of all. This is an informative, humorous, and easy read. Take a break
from all of the serious large exhausting books and go through this Mom's story. Practical help for
struggling parents Though I don't have a child with ADD or Asperger's, I've still found this book
helpful. Great info! When they talk to me about these disorders, I point them to Diane's
publication. This book gives some great, practical advice. It offers an excellent starting point for
parents who are beginning the unplanned trip into Asperger's, autism, Put and ADHD. Accurate
and insightful This is a facinating and insightful book when you understand your son or daughter
is "different". It can help you through all of the diagnosis, labels, assessments and questions that
arise at these times. Everybody knows that anything linked to our kids is a serious matter and is
not to be studied lightly and occasionally a parent can feel overwhelmed. I needed to get as very
much suggestions and help that I could. Burns' openness and honesty permit you to loosen up a
bit and understand that in case you are reading her publication, you are on the right track. Warm,
insightful Written in the pages of this book will be the questions and challenges you can face
when placing a child in safe environment whether that be college, church, childcare, etc. Do you
select a public or a private school? Do you label a child? How do you look for a good doctor?
Diane is insightful, down-to-earth, and writes well of her experiences. Excellent Resource for
Mothers Compiled by a mom who also didn't know how to help her son cope with autism, this
book is crucial have for others trying to greatly help their children. It could have been put out as a
booklet. How about testing? She has obtained wisdom through the issues she faces in her own
life and family, and she shares her center in a way that gives hope and encouragement, as well
as offering you space to cope with frustrations and challenges in healthy ways. Useful with
diagnosing/behavioral modification methods & Learn from a mom who knows what it's like!
Initial, Burns shows that a mom must admit she doesn't know what to do and then search for the
very best answers for her child. What great wish it offers from some one who provides been
down the very long road of queries without answers. This book offers answers. It encourages you
to face the realities if your son or daughter is different and discover answers, to get wise and
make lifestyle for your child the greatest that it could be. The information in it really is practical
and an easy task to digest, unlike even more technical publications. I found that the assistance
that Dian Drake Burns presents is usually, after years of her own personal experience, excellent.
"Essential help for a little confusion" You've got questions? I read this entire book in an hour. A
watered down pamphlet. If your son or daughter isn't yet diagnosed, understand this book. It
really is double-spaced with large type. It's mostly common-sense fluff. It can offer a decent pep
talk and some suggestions. This book and also others such as for example, "Preparing for Life",
are awesome resources Learn from a mother who knows what it's like! It really is subtitled "A
parent's lead..." but was clearly directed toward mothers, which I found a bit offensive. Best book
out there I read this book in a day or two. Ms. It offers all sorts of places to look for more
direction. I speak to thousands of moms every year through MOPS, ECPTA and Hearts in the
home conferences. strong experienced based content Author clearly has experienced current
challenges initial hand and displays aggressive research and real-time results based upon those
applications.
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